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Discussion Topics

Session explores the challenges of using Wikidata in Semantic Web and 
Linked Data applications by:

● Examining use cases

● Discussing model design

● Proposing a top-level, conceptual model to address challenges



Use Cases



Semantic Web and Linked Data Usage, 1
To expand and extend research and business models and knowledge 
graphs (both internal and open-source data models) with Wikidata 
details, at scale (e.g., broad, not specific, queries and usage, created and 
interpreted programmatically)

● Synonyms, alternate names, … improve natural language parse and 
encoding

● Identifiers from other datasets aid in data fusion and integration

● Relationships to other Wikidata classes and instances expand existing 
models 

● Historical and cultural context

● And more * Much of this list is based on  
  personal experience



Semantic Web and Linked Data Usage, 2
To perform reasoning, inference and semantic similarity search for:

● Knowledge expansion and discovery

● Data validation and consistency/correctness analysis

To improve LLM results by:

● Creating training data and fine-tuning an LLM 

● Defining prompts and prompt chains

● Validating the information returned by an LLM

○ Removing inaccuracies/”hallucinations”



Challenges, 1
See 
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata_talk:Ontology_issues_prioritization

● Overlap and ambiguity of concepts, coupled with inconsistent use of 
subclass of (P279) and instance of (P31)

○ Example: Scientist as a profession vs a person who is a scientist at some time in their 
career => Scientist Q901 is both a subclass of person Q215627 and an instance of 
profession Q28640 (Also note that a person Q215627 is not a subclass of human Q5)

○ Ambiguities: role Q214339 (social role with rights, obligations, …) is subclass of role 
Q4897819 (identity relative to another entity), and locations can be geographical 
location Q2221906, location Q115095765, geographic region Q82794, physical location 
Q17334923, and geographical area Q3622002

○ Property example: Author P50, Composer P86, Creator P170,                           
Developer P178

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata_talk:Ontology_issues_prioritization


Challenges, 2

● Inconsistent level of detail and overspecialization of hierarchy

○ Human (Q5) subclass max depth 9

○ Geographic location (Q2221906) recursive at depth of 16 
(Q108800505 subClassOf Q110571169, which is subClassOf 
Q108800505)

○ Tool (Q39546) recursive at depth of 22

● Structural issues

○ Example:  A – subclass of - B, B – subclass of - C, C – subclass of – A (A-
>B->C->A)

○ Insufficient use of P1647 (subproperty of) – Only 898 triples use 
wdt:P1647 



Example of Challenges, 
Human Hierarchy

1

3, Queen consort
4

5, Queen dowager

6, woman

7, 
female human

8, human

9

9 Levels Deep

instance of, position

subclass of, 
Queen mothers in Africa

child, Oba of Benin

applies to jurisdiction, 
Benin
wears, Edo headdress

2, Queen mother



Challenges, 3

● Number of properties (11, 324 as of 12 November 2023) and abstract 
identifier naming

○ 8300+ properties are identifiers (with no subproperty hierarchy) => ~3000 properties 
to search

○ Example: Researcher interested in using locations in a query (13 related to events, 89 
related to geography, with overlap) – P159, headquarters; P20, place of death; P654 
direction relative to location; P5248 medical evacuation to; P706 located in/on 
physical feature; …

○ Are these ‘OR’ed together in a queries’ property path? 

○ How does a researcher know that they found most relevant?

Property details 

https://grafana.wikimedia.org/d/000000167/wikidata-datamodel?orgId=1&refresh=30m&viewPanel=6


Challenges, 4
See Wikidata: Making of (2023)

● Data uniformity and coherency are challenges; Need to address how to 
share semantics – “within Wikidata itself, with other Wikimedia projects, 
and with the world in general”

○ Intended modeling of data communicated via documentation on wikidata.org, shared 
SPARQL query patterns, and Entity Schemas in ShEx - ”Informal, vague and ambiguous”

○ “As Krötzsch argued in his ISWC 2022 keynote … some sufficiently formal, unambiguous, 
and declarative way of sharing intended interpretations is … needed. A variety of powerful 
knowledge representation languages could be used for this purpose, but we still lack both 
infrastructure and best practices”

● Need support for editors to maintain data quality and increase   
coherence

https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3543873.3585579


Challenges, 5
● Autoregressive Entity Retrieval (2021)

○ “Entities are at the center of how we represent and aggregate knowledge … [Need] 
components to detect and disambiguate entity mentions in open text, in order to 
isolate relevant concepts from non-meaningful data”

● Relevant for information extraction – Creating “structured data” from text
○ Relating the entities, locations, times, mechanisms, etc. that are discussed

○ “… consider a group of newswire articles on Latin American terrorism …. define for 
any given IE task a template … [which, in this case] would have slots corresponding 
to the perpetrator, victim, and weapon of the terrorist act, and the date on which 
the event happened”

○ Understanding different terrorist groups, types of weapons and the properties that 
relate these (as found in Wikidata) improves extraction

○ Require well-documented entity hierarchies and basic properties for               
classification

https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.00904
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_extraction


Example Issues in Information Extraction
● Complicated and inconsistent class hierarchy 

○ Example: some fictional subclasses defined (such as fictional human Q15632617, fictional 
city Q1964689, …) VERSUS use of a property (e.g., from narrative universe P1080) VERSUS 
some “entity” subclass (such as imaginary Q2518716 or non-existent entity Q64728693)

● Conflation of concepts such as organizations and locations

○ Example: worldwide organizations are more than their headquarters, and not all 
businesses are synonymous with location; Problem worsened with the complexity of the 
organization Q43229 hierarchy tree (max depth = 50+ and instance tree = 137K+ entries)

● Unnecessary creation of discrete subclasses

○ Example: big city Q1549591 is subclass of city Q515, labelled as a “city with a population of 
more than 100,000 inhabitants”) BUT querying a property could suffice                   
(population P1082)



Modeling Classes and 
Instances



Thinking about the Overall Model, 1
Important to consider the implications of a modeling choice

● Is it based on aspect or perspective? If yes, a subclass is likely 
problematic

○ Consider a candy bar – when sharing with friends, size matters most; when 
dealing with an allergy, ingredients matter most

○ Consider time – if thinking in geological time, a minute is nothing, but if 
thinking in computer time, it is an eternity (and, your Blazegraph query times 
out)

● Does another domain already model these types of relations, and 
how do they do it?

○ Create “design patterns” (building on EntitySchemas)

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_Schemas


Components of a Modeling “Design Pattern”

● Overview with a short description of the “pattern”, what it is used for and 
not used for

● Diagram or table showing the main concepts and 
relationships/properties

○ Coupled with the Entity Schema ShEx definition of mandatory/optional 
properties, and expectation of single or multiple values 

● Examples (at least 2 usage scenarios) with queries

● Instructions on extending the pattern 

○ Especially when subclassing may versus should not be done



Thinking about the Overall Model, 2
● Is a subclass warranted at this time?

○ 2.7M+ classes defined but 3% are instantiated (how do you know the subclass 
hierarchy is correct?)

○ Example: 1M subclasses of chemical entity Q43460564 have no instance

● Should a new subclass be added or might a property suffice? Should a 
new property be added or could an existing one be reused?
○ Example: Reusing “part of” relation P361 versus P131 (administrative territorial entity), 

P179 (series), P7938 (electoral district), P8138 (statistical territorial entity), … 

○ For properties, could these distinctions be handled by defining the type of entity (in 
the query) that is related?

● Defining “subproperty of” P1647 where appropriate (currently only used 
900 times)

* Some modeling problems exist due to Wikipedia 
   not using SPARQL queries

From Integrating the Wikidata Taxonomy into YAGO (2023)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2308.11884v1.pdf


Example of Query with a Type Restriction 

select ?part where {?part wdt:P361 ?whole . ?whole wdt:P31 wd:Q56061}

● List all parts of an administrative division Q56061 (aka administrative 
territorial entity)

● Query returns 1790 results

select ?part where {?part wdt:P131 ?whole . ?whole wdt:P31 wd:Q56061}

● List all administrative territorial entities that are administrative divisions 
Q56061

● Query returns 37600 results
Both results are needed
Only 138 results overlap

Part of

Located in admin territorial entity



Example of wdt:P361 Instances



Example of wdt:P131 Instances



Using ”Systems Thinking”

First consider the big picture and then drill into specifics

● Basic concepts

○ Form and function

○ Entities and relationships

○ Boundaries between entities

○ Wholes vs parts (whole is more than its parts; Parts are more than a piece of 
the whole)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_thinking


”Systems Thinking” Design Questions, 1

● What concepts are within and what are external to the system?  
(What are the boundaries of the system?)

● Can a hierarchy of concepts be created? 

● Does the system need to be decomposed into ”component sub-
systems”?  And, how do those components interact? 

○ “Interactions” = behavior and events 

● How are the systems and components similar to or different from 
each other?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_thinking


”Systems Thinking” Design Questions, 2

● How are the systems and components related to each other?

● What is constant (invariant and stable) about a system and its parts?

○ What changes and how is this tracked over time?

○ What properties are used for identity?

○ What is "typical" about the system? What is "exceptional" (but important) about the 
system?

○ What properties define the system?

● Can we look at a system/problem differently to gain insights?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_thinking


Top-Level Concepts and 
Properties in Wikidata



Wikidata’s Current “Top-Level” 

Building on what exists today

● Recommend building on concepts that are already used for 
instances (versus trying to incorporate philosophy-based ontologies)

● Current Wikidata ”ontological” hierarchy deep (1099 items subclass 
from “entity” Q35120, WikiProject Ontology/Top-level ontology list) 
but mostly un-used for instances

○ Unexpected, overlapping, incompletely defined (example: “something” subclasses 
from “entity” and is different than “being”, “copy” and “part”)

○ Combination of very broad and very specific concepts (example: “hammock hook” 
subclasses “object”, which subclasses “entity”)

● Also should include a property hierarchy

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_Ontology/Top-level_ontology_list


What Does a Consistent ”Top-Level” Achieve?
Defines hierarchy to guide and validate new classes and properties, 
and allows creation of repeatable “design patterns” 

● Clarity of definition, coupled with structural and semantic 
similarity measurements,  can reduce or help to align 
overlapping concepts
○ Also improves ability to query “broadly” across concepts and properties

● Can exist alongside the current Wikidata declarations 
○ Can immediately be used for new concept and property definitions

● Reasoning and consistency tools can locate inconsistencies and 
errors



Sources for Defining “Top-Level” Concepts

● Wikipedia subjects

● Wikidata subgraph hierarchies

● Other sources:

○ Previous effort on gitHub (discontinued 2017) to map to schema.org

○ DBPedia Ontology (DBO)

○ YAGO (also maps to schema.org) with well-defined mapping to/from Wikidata 
described in Integrating the Wikidata Taxonomy into YAGO

https://github.com/okfn-brasil/schemaOrg-Wikidata-Map
https://schema.org/
https://www.dbpedia.org/resources/ontology/
https://yago-knowledge.org/
https://paperswithcode.com/paper/integrating-the-wikidata-taxonomy-into-yago


Definition Using Wikipedia Subjects

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Contents

● Culture

● Geography

● Health

● History and philosophy

● People and human activities

● Math, science and technology

● Religion and society

● Reference works

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Contents


Definition Using
Wikidata Subgraphs

https://wikitech.wikimedia.org
/wiki/User:AKhatun/Wikidata_
Subgraph_Analysis

https://wikitech.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:AKhatun/Wikidata_Subgraph_Analysis
https://wikitech.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:AKhatun/Wikidata_Subgraph_Analysis
https://wikitech.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:AKhatun/Wikidata_Subgraph_Analysis


Definition Using schema.org

https://schema.org/docs/schemas.html



Thoughts on a Wikidata “Top-Level”, 1
● Mapping can exist alongside current definitions

● Entity (Q35120) ~ schema.org Thing ~ owl:Thing
○ Physical or legal agent => Human, Organization, … (e.g., combining Human 

and Legal Person)

○ Physical resource => Food, Tool, …

○ Biochemical entity (=> Taxon, Gene, Protein, Chemical compound, …)

○ Intangible => Language, Structured value (=> Money/currency, …), Culture, 
Religion, Philosophy, Mathematics, Science and technology (=> Health and 
medicine, Information processing, …), Occupation, Template, …

○ Creative work => Book, Film, Painting, Scholarly article, Encyclopedia article, …

○ Location => Astronomical entity, Architectural feature, Geographic feature, 
Administrative division, … Continued



Thoughts on a Wikidata “Top-Level”, 2
● Entity (Q35120) ~ schema.org Thing ~ owl:Thing (continued)

○ Time => Unit of time, Season, …

○ Event/occurrence (including historical) with properties representing the 
entities involved (e.g., the active, affected or theme entities), location, time, …

○ Multiple inheritance usage => Fictional entity, Collection(=> Series), …

● Map “significant” top-level entities to proposed concepts

● Similarly, map “significant” properties 
○ Perhaps starting from User:Rtnf/Properties

○ Include new properties for events to clarify “participant” P710 (versus using a 
qualifier and “object has role” P3831 property)

● Create “design patterns”/EntitySchemas for each high level concept

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/User:Rtnf/Properties


Thoughts on Wikidata “Top-Level” Properties

● RDF/OWL distinguishes data/scalar and object/reference 
properties  

○ Detail already captured in .ttl (Turtle) output for an entity 

 

From (for example)
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Special:EntityData/Q42.ttl



More Formal Semantics and Constraints, 1

For classes and properties 

● Can be formally defined in RDF/OWL via specific constructs

○ Single-valued properties defined as owl:FunctionalProperty (e.g., for 
identifiers); Inverse properties defined as owl:inverseOf; Properties that can be 
applied from both directions defined as owl:SymmetricProperty (e.g., A knows 
B means that B knows A); …

○ Disjoint-ness of concepts – For example: Physical or legal agent – disjoint with 
– Intangible, Creative work, …; Location – disjoint with – Time

● And/or using restrictions



More Formal Semantics and Constraints, 2

From OWL 2 Web Ontology Language
Structural Specification and Functional-Style Syntax

https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-syntax/
https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-syntax/


Inconsistency Checking Example, 1

● Meat scientist Q6804279 is instance of Meat Q10990 and 
Scientist Q901

○ Created based on a ”field of occupation” P425 of meat science

○ Mapping to new concept top-level results in: Meat sub-class of 
Physical_Resource, Scientist is sub-class of Intangible

● Using WDQS, output SPARQL results for all the triples involving 
“meat scientist”, “meat” and “scientist” 

○ Output as .tsv verbose file and converted via Python to RDF

○ Declared Meat and Scientist to be disjoint (actually, Physical_Resource is 
disjoint with Intangible but simplified in this example)



Inconsistency Checking Example, 2

● Conversion defined each superclass as an “owl:Class” and defined 
P279 as “rdfs:subClassOf” to enable reasoning/consistency check

● Loaded the RDF into Stardog Free Cloud

● Ran a reasoning consistency check with explanation



What about Instances such as Q143842?
● “Contextual entity”

○ Defines that the specific entity type (for example, an Olympic delegation) 
makes sense/is relevant in a specific context (in this case, 1968 Summer 
Olympics)

●  “Uganda at the 1968 Summer Olympics”

○ Instance of Olympic delegation Q26213387, a subclass of “physical or legal 
entity”

○ Add instance of “contextual entity”

○ Context: 1968 Summer Olympics Q8429 already modeled as an “event”

○ Relationship: “participant in” property P1344 exists + new “context” 
property

* What else could be problematic?



Current Properties of Q143842
award received 
(gold, silver, bronze)

country (Uganda)

part of the series*

instance of 
(Olympic delegation)
participant in 
(1968 Summer Olympics)

flag bearer

point in time (1968)

sport (Olympic sport)

* Series is “Uganda at the Olympics” Q510152



Backup



Python Code to Convert TSV to RDF



Thanks for your 
attention!

Get in touch with us:
Andrea Westerinen
arwesterinen@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
andreawesterinen/

Lydia Pintscher
lydia.pintscher@Wikimedia.de
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